based messages. Furthermore, XMPP grants access to a plethora of the protocol extensions developed by its mature community, which may be found surprisingly useful within the context of surveillance solution. Such particular extension, which is very important for the proposed system, is so-called Jingle protocol, which is a tool for establishing multimedia communication sessions. This forms the core of the system's audio and video streaming functionality. In fact Jingle is a session-control (signaling) protocol while the actual multimedia data transfer is performed out-of-band of XMPP connection due to performance reasons. For this purpose encrypted Realtime Transfer Protocol (RTP) sessions are utilized. As a consequence, the initiation of multimedia streaming may be problematic in the presence of NAT devices or firewall on the route between transmission endpoints. Therefore, an additional proxy service has been implemented within the system, which allows for the efficient multimedia transmission between any connected terminals regardless of their network conditions. Two types of digital cameras are employed in the video monitoring system. Stationary (fixed), wide-angle cameras, especially megapixel ones, offer a wide field of view and are used for video content analysis and event detection. The other type -pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras -allow for adjusting their field of view as required and they are used for automatic tracking of objects, selected either manually by an operator or automatically by the event detection system. PTZ cameras provide an operator with a detailed view of the situation. Video analysis performed in the node station is a multi-stage process (Fig. 2) . It consists of low-level image processing modules and high-level event detection modules. First, all moving object present in a fixed camera field of view are detected in each video frame, independently. Then, all moving objects are tracked in the adjacent video frames, as long as they stay in the camera field of view, in order to obtain characteristics of their movements. Various static (e.g. shape, texture) and dynamic (e.g. location, speed, heading) object features are used to classify them into a few groups (e.g. humans, cars). Object features are used in the final, high-level analysis stage for automatic detection of important events. Event detection is supplemented by additional, specific modules, such as face detection and recognition, license plate recognition and others. The main functional modules of the framework will be presented in detail further in this chapter. 
Detection and tracking of moving objects

Object detection
Detection of moving objects is usually the first stage of video processing chain and its results are used by further processing modules. Most video segmentation algorithms usually employ spatial and/or temporal information in order to generate binary masks of objects (Li & Ngan, 2007; Liu & Zheng, 2005; Konrad, 2007) . However, simple time-averaging of video frames is insufficient for a surveillance system because of limited adapting capabilities. The solution implemented in the framework utilizes spatial segmentation for detection of moving objects in video sequences, using background subtraction algorithm (Yang et al., 2004) . This approach is based on modeling pixels as mixtures of Gaussians and using an on-line approximation to update the model (Elgammal et al., 2000; Stauffer & Grimson, 2000) . This method proved to be useful in many applications, as it is able to cope with illumination changes and to adapt to the background model accordingly to the changes in the scene, e.g. when motionless foreground objects eventually become a part of the background. Furthermore, the background model can be multi-modal, allowing regular changes in the pixel color. This makes it possible to model such events as trees swinging in the wind or traffic light sequences. Background modeling is used to model current background of the scene and to differentiate foreground pixels of moving objects from the background (Dalka, 2006; Czyzewski & Dalka, 2007) . Each pixel in the image is modeled with a mixture of K Gaussian distributions for this purpose. The probability that a pixel has the value x t at the time t is given as: 
where w t i denotes the weight and μ t i and Σ t i are the mean vector and the covariance matrix of i-th distribution at the time t, and η is the normal probability density function: 
where D is the number of elements describing pixel color; for the RGB color space D is equal to 3. It is assumed that each Gaussian distribution represents a different background color of a pixel. The longer a particular color is present in the video stream, the higher value of the weight parameter w of the corresponding distribution.
With every new video frame, the parameters w, μ and Σ of distributions for each pixel are updated according to the on-line K-means approximation algorithm. In the first step, distributions are ordered based on the value of the r coefficient given as:
where |Σ| is the determinant of the covariance matrix Σ. A particular color of the scene background is usually more often present in the observation data than any color of foreground objects and as such is characterized by the low variance. Thus a distribution with a higher r value represents the background color more accurately. Every new pixel value x t is checked against existing distributions, starting from the distribution with the highest value of the r coefficient, until the first match is found. The pixel matches the distribution if its color lies within 2.5 standard deviations of the distribution. If there is no match, a distribution with the lowest r value is replaced with the new one with the current pixel as its mean values, an initially low weight and high variances. The weight of the first matching distribution is increased, while the weights of www.intechopen.com other distributions are decreased based on the value of the learning rate parameter α (Dalka, 2006) . The higher the α is the faster model adjusts to changes in the scene background (e.g. caused by gradual illumination changes), although moving objects, which remain still for a longer time (e.g. vehicles waiting at traffic lights), would quicker become a part of the background.
If there is a matching distribution, its mean and variance values are tuned according to the current value of the pixel; the speed of converging is determined by the learning rate α [7] .
Only the first D distributions of pixel x in time t ordered by the decreasing r coefficient value are used as the background model where D is defined as:
If T is small, then the background model is usually unimodal. If T is higher, the background color distribution may be multimodal, which could result in more than one color being included in the background model. This make possible to model periodic changes in the background, properly. If the current pixel value does not match any of the first D distributions, it is considered as a part of a foreground object. Object segmentation is supplemented with shadow detection and removal module. The shadow of a moving object moves together with the object and as such is detected as a part of the foreground object by a background removal algorithm. The shadow detection method is based on the idea that while the chromatic component of a shadowed background part is generally unchanged, its brightness is significantly lower (Horprasert et al., 1999; Dalka, 2006) . Every new pixel recognized as a part of a foreground object during the background subtraction process is checked whether it belongs to a moving shadow. If the current pixel is darker than the distribution and its color lies within 2.5 standard deviations of the model for at least one of the first D distributions forming the background model, the current pixel is assumed to be a shadow and is considered as a part of the scene background.
In the result of background modeling, a binary mask denoting pixels recognized as belonging to foreground objects in the current frame is obtained. It needs to be refined by the means of morphological processing in order to allow object segmentation (Dougherty & Lotufo, 2003; Dalka, 2006) . This process includes finding connected components, removing objects that are too small, morphological closing and filling holes in regions. Additionally, an algorithm for shadow removing from the mask using morphological reconstruction is implemented (Xiu et al., 2005) . The morphological reconstruction procedure involves two binary images: a mask and a marker. In the mask image, all pixels belonging to either the moving object or the shadow have value of one, and all the background pixels have zero value. The marker is obtained by applying an aggressive shadow removal procedure to the object detection result, so that all the shadow pixels are removed, some pixels belonging to the moving object may also be removed in this process (the object mask is damaged). The marker is first 'cleaned' by removing isolated pixels, then it is dilated by a structural element which usually has a large size (typically, 9 x 9 structural element is used). The result of marker dilation is then combined with the mask using logical AND operation. As a result, shadows are removed and the moving object masks are properly reconstructed. Example results of moving object detection in a single video frame are presented in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Example results of moving object detection: original video frame (left) and binary mask denoting moving objects (right)
Object tracking
After the moving objects are found in each consecutive camera frame, movement of each object on the frame-by frame basis is needed. This is the task of an object tracking module. For each new detected moving object, a structure named a tracker is created. The position of the object in the current camera frame is found by comparing the results of object detection (the blobs extracted from the image) with the predicted position of each tracker. The prediction process estimates the state of each tracker from the analysis of the past tracker states. An approach based on Kalman filtering (Welch & Bishop, 2006) was used for prediction of trackers state in the presented framework. The state of each tracked object is described by an 8-element vector, containing parameters related to object position in the camera image (x, y), the size of object's bounding box (width w, height h) and change of these parameters relative to the previous frame (Czyzewski & Dalka, 2008) . Therefore, the state of the tracker in frame n is described by the vector X n :
nn n n n n n n n Xx y whd xd y dw dh =
The vector X is initialized in the first two frames in which the object was found. For each successive frame, the predicted state of the tracker is calculated by the Kalman filter. Next, the predicted state of the trackers is compared with the blobs found by object detection. A relation between a tracker and a blob is established if the bounding box of the tracker covers the bounding box of an object by at least one pixel. The tracker is then updated with the measurement -the position of the matching blob.
If there is an unambiguous one-to-one relation between one blob and one tracker, this tracker is updated by the state of the related blob. However, if there is more than one matching blob and/or tracker, a tracking conflict occurs. The authors proposed the following algorithm for conflict resolving. First, groups of matching trackers and blobs are formed. Each group contains all the blobs that match at least one tracker in the group and all the trackers that match at least one blob in the group. Next, all the groups are processed one by one. Within a single group, all the trackers are processed successively. If more than one blob is assigned to a single tracker, this tracker is updated with all blobs assigned to it, merged into a single blob. This is necessary in case of partially covered objects (e.g. a person behind a post) that causes the blob to be split into parts. In other cases. all the matching blobs are merged and the tracker is updated using its estimated position inside this blob group. This approach utilizes the ability of Kalman trackers to predict the state of the tracked object, provided that it does not rapidly change its direction and velocity of movement, so that the predicted state of the Kalman filter may be used for resolving shortterm tracking conflicts. The estimated position is used for updating the tracker position, change of position is calculated using the predicted and the previous states. The predicted values of size and change in size are discarded and replaced by values from the previous filter state, in order to prevent disappearing or extensive growth of the tracker, if its size was unstable before entering the conflict situation. Therefore, it is assumed that the size of the object does not change during the conflict. The vector of parameters used for updating the Kalman tracker during the conflict may be written as:
np n p n n n p n n p n nn n X x y whx xy yd wd h
where index p denotes the value predicted by the Kalman filter, n is the frame number. A special case of tracking conflict is related to 'splitting objects', e.g. if a person leaves a luggage and walks away. In this situation, the tracker has to follow the person and a new tracker needs to be created for the luggage. This case is handled as follows . Within each group of matching trackers and blobs, subgroups of blobs separated by a distance larger than the threshold value are found. If there is more than one such subgroup it is necessary to 'split' the tracker: select one subgroup and assign the tracker to it, then create a new tracker for the remaining subgroup. In order to find the subgroup that matches the tracker, the image of the object stored in the tracker is compared with the image of each blob, using three measures: color similarity, texture similarity and coverage. The descriptors of the blob are calculated using the current image frame. The descriptors of the tracker are calculated during tracker creation and updated each time the tracker is assigned to only one blob (no conflict in tracking). After the conflict resolving is done, the tracking procedure finishes with creating new trackers for unassigned blobs and removing trackers to which no blobs have been assigned for a defined number of frames. The process is repeated for each camera frame, allowing for tracking the movement of each object. Fig. 4 presents an example of object tracking with conflict resolving, using the procedure described here. A person passes by a group of four persons walking together. During the conflict, positions of both objects are estimated using the Kalman filter prediction results. When these two objects become separated again, assignment of trackers to blobs is verified using the color, texture and coverage measures. As a result, both objects are tracked correctly before, during and after the conflict occurs. The proposed algorithm for object tracking and conflict resolving provides correct results in case of short-term conflicts involving low to moderate number of objects. Performance of this procedure decreases in case of high number of objects conflicting with each other. It should be also noted that if the object detector passes incorrect data to the object tracker, e.g. masks of the objects are distorted because of improper lighting conditions, tracking errors are inevitable. Several directions of further work on the presented procedure are considered in order to improve the algorithm for long-term conflicts occurring with high frequency. For example, the parameters of Kalman filters related to estimation process may be selected adaptively, instead of being constant. This way, tracker may adapt to different tracking conditions. Moreover, a simplified estimation of tracker position, based solely on tracker estimation, may be enhanced by using an algorithm searching for the object in the image using characteristic features of the object. This way it will be possible to select the part of the blob that matches the tracked object, which will improve the tracking accuracy. 
Object classification
Basic classification
Object classification is required for proper detection of various events involving specific types of moving objects (e.g. the presence of a person in the middle of a road is forbidden while vehicles are allowed). The video analysis framework provides a few modules devoted to object classification. The first module is responsible for dividing all objects into three groups: persons, vehicles and unanimated objects (e.g. luggage). Classification is based on object dimensions, therefore calibration of field of camera view is required. The calibration process involves selection of marked points in camera image and measuring their position in both image pixel space and in real world. For the purpose of presented system, a non-coplanar calibration mode should be used, meaning that calibration points with different height value should be used. Coordinates of calibration points are fed into the calibration procedure that calculates values for conversion between 2D image coordinates and 3D world coordinates (conversion from 2D to 3D requires that z coordinate, describing height, is provided). The authors used Tsai's calibration model to calculate 14 conversion parameters related to camera lens and camera orientation (Tsai, 1987) . Using this conversion, the width and the height of the object is estimated (Szwoch et al., 2009 ). This estimation depends on the viewing angle, so time averaging has to be used to achieve good accuracy of size estimation. The objects are then assigned to classes using rules that test physical size and velocity of the objects (average and inter-frame change values are used).
If an object is 'removed' from the background (e.g. a luggage that was stationary for a prolonged time and was treated as a part of the background by the object detector, is taken by a person), it leaves a 'hole' in the background model, treated as a new object by the object tracker. The classification module has to decide whether a new tracker represents real object or part of the background. Otherwise, it would not be possible to detect e.g. abandoned luggage and taken (stolen) object, because these two situations would be treated in the same manner by the event detector. The proposed solution is based on observation that the contour of the detected object will contain edges only if it is not a part of background . Therefore, a grayscale image of the detected object (blob) and its mask (having non-zero values for pixels belonging to the blob and zero values otherwise) are processed by the Canny edge detector, resulting in E B and E M images. Next, E M is morphologically dilated by a 7 x 7 structuring element SE, the result is combined with E B and again dilated with the same element:
A measure used for detection is calculated by dividing a number of non-zero pixels in R B by a number of non-zero pixels in E M dilated with SE. It was found during the experiments that if this measure is above 0.6, the blob represents the actual object, otherwise it is a part of the background.
Recognition of the object type
The second module is used to divide a general class of objects into specific subclasses (types). This module will be described using a vehicle type classifier (using types such as sedans, vans, trucks, etc.) as an example. Video-based object type classification utilizes results of moving object detection and tracking. Only images of objects classified as vehicles, without any occlusions with other objects, are analyzed in this example. Numerous vehicle image descriptors are used for vehicle type classification , they may be divided into two groups. The first group includes features based on vehicle mask only, such as: mask aspect ratio, eccentricity of the ellipse fitted to the mask, extent, defined as the proportion of the mask bounding box area to the mask area, solidity, defined as the proportion of the mask convex hull area to the mask area, proportion of the square of the mask perimeter to the mask area, 24 raw, central and normalized moments of the mask up to the third order (without trivial ones) and a set of seven Hu invariant moments of the mask (Flusser & Suk, 2006) 
This result in a SURF descriptor vector containing 128 elements for each interest point. The wavelet responses are invariant to illumination offset. Invariance to contrast is achieved by turning the descriptor into a unit vector. SURF descriptor vectors are obtained for four interest points that are set manually in the centers of four rectangular, non-overlapping areas the vehicle image is divided into; the areas are located symmetrically around a center of gravity of the vehicle mask. The size of each interest point is equal to the height or width of the area, depending on which value is greater. Final vehicle feature vector based on SURF descriptors contains 128 × 4 = 512 elements. The second set of vehicle image descriptors is based on filtering a gradient image with a bank of Gabor filters. Image gradients are calculated in vertical and horizontal directions independently using Sobel operator with an aperture size equal to 3. The final gradient image is obtained by adding squared vertical and horizontal gradients. Images are scaled to the fixed resolution 100×80 pixels. Gabor filter kernels are similar to the 2D receptive field profiles of the mammalian cortical simple cells. Therefore they reveal desirable characteristics of spatial locality and orientation selectivity (Daugman, 1988) . In the spatial domain, a 2D Gabor filter is a Gaussian kernel function modulated by a sinusoidal plane wave (Grigorescu et al., 2002) . A bank of eight Gabor filters based on two different wavelengths (2.5 and 4) and four different orientations (0°, 45°, 90° and 135°) is used. A scaled gradient image I is convolved with each Gabor filter g with two variants of phase offset ϕ, according to the equation:
This results in eight filtered vehicle images. For each image, seven Hu invariant moments are derived (Flusser & Suk, 2006 
Shape analysis
Shape is one of the properties which could be analyzed to acquire more information describing an object. There are several task for which such data could be useful. After building a proper classifier, shape information could be applied for shape-based event detection or for object classification, providing additional information about the state of the object (e.g. person walking, sitting, running, etc.). Recognition of real objects in 2D images is a difficult task, but in comparison to methods which classify objects on the basis of their real dimensions and velocities, this method does not require any camera calibration techniques. Considering shape recognition for the purpose of object classification, a few things need to be denoted. Surveillance systems consist of multiple cameras placed and oriented variously. This causes the shape of an observed object to differ between cameras. Furthermore, objects may rotate around their own axis creating more various silhouette representations (Fig. 6 ). The proposed shape-based object classification method assumes that the camera observation angle is known to the algorithm. With this condition fulfilled a set of binary images is prepared. These images correspond to objects representing various classes and types at a specified horizontal angle. In the simplified example presented here, three classes are considered: car, human and unknown. Before training any classifier, all gathered shape images need to be parameterized (Fig. 7 ). This step is required to lower the amount of data being processed as well as to unify the shape representation. There are two general groups of methods used for shape parameterization (José, 2004) . First group treats the shape as the whole region -i.e. Zernicke's Moments (HaeKwang, 2000) . The other group operates on the shape contour -i.e. Chain Code, Pairwise Geometric Histogram (Ashbrook, 1995) . Independently from the group, each method can be characterized by its properties making it usefull for a certain purpose. In this paper a custom method is used. In the first step of this parameterization, the processed image is resized to a set dimensions (100x100 pix) preserving proportions. Next, pixels belonging to the shape are added in rows and columns. After this operation Hu moments are calculated and as the result of parameterization a final vector of 207 values is created for each image. Among all machine learning algorithms, Support Vector Machines classification method is chosen for the purpose of data clustering. SVM parameters are set during experiments for optimal performance and generalization (Chih-Wei 2003) . Such approach analyzes objects independently in every video frame. In order to improve the algorithm performance, the final class assignment is done by averaging decisions from the last k frames equal to 0.5 s. The algorithm was tested using a set containing approximately 100 objects of each class. Classification results are presented in Fig. 8 and in Table 1 , in the form of confusion matrix. In the tests, the proposed method worked as expected, achieving c.a. 90 percent accuracy. Experiments show that models for observation angle equal to 20, 40 and 60 are sufficient to cover the camera orientations from 10 to 70 degrees while sustaining similar performance. The described classifier distinguishes only three general classes but it is possible to www.intechopen.com recognize sub-classes within these by building a cascade classifier. As shown in this section, shape recognition can be successfully applied for object classification without the necessity of calibrating cameras but still providing the same or even better degree of accuracy. 
Face detection and recognition
The modules of the proposed framework described so far provide essential data for automatic event detection. However, in practical applications, more sophisticated modules may be needed, such as face detection and recognition algorithm described in this section. This optional module may be used e.g. for detection of presence of a particular person in the camera view or to check whether the detected person is in database of wanted people. Two algorithms have to be implemented in this module. First, face detection is performed in order to select the image parts that contain faces. For this task we use an approach based on cascade of Haar classifiers (Viola & Jones, 2001 ). The classifier is trained with a set of face images scaled to the same size. During analysis, the classifier is applied to the image sections containing detected moving objects and classified as persons. If a face is detected, the classifier outputs a region of the image containing the face. The second part of the module performs face recognition and is much more complex. The algorithm is expected to identify the detected person based on a series of face images. Face recognition techniques are under constant development since late 60s of 20th century, beginning with primitive local attempts trying to employ face geometry analysis. As this prototypic techniques failed due to intra-personal variability being greater than extra-personal one, some new approaches have arisen in late 80s, targeting at synthesis of effective face image representation, including so called holistic (global) approaches such as EigenFaces, based on principal component analysis (PCA) (Turk & Petland, 1991) , FisherFaces (Fisher's Linear Discriminant, FLD) (Fisher, 1936) and neural network classifiers.
Moreover, hybrid methods emerged like 3D Morphable Models (3DMM) (Vetter & Blanz, 1999) . Next step in this area was possible thanks to advances in video surveillance and digital image processing systems which has occurred in the late 90s. Using a sequence of video frames instead of static face image allowed for employing probabilistic frameworks, able to exploit additional context contained in frame sequence. Contemporary attempts focus mostly on exploring probabilistic frameworks and excelling hybrid approaches like 3D modeling and active appearance modeling. The main problem of implementing face recognition algorithms in real systems, such as the presented framework, is the insufficient number of image samples per person in the database. In most cases, the database contains a single photo of a wanted person, e.g. a passport photo. Using this sample image only, it is not possible to recognize a person if the pose is different from the sample. Our efforts focused on exploring possibilities of 3DMM method for creation of additional sample images. For this task, 3D face scanner based on phase shifting interferometry (PSI) method was constructed and programmed to acquire 3D face image data and build 3D image database. The collected 3D scans (29 women and 25 men faces) were used to create three models of face geometry (male, female and generic one, Fig. 9 ). In each scanned image, a set of 13 facial features was marked manually. In each group, faces were aligned using facial points and normalized. The algorithm for fitting a 2D image to the 3D face model works by finding a minimum of the function S:
where N is a number of facial features (N = 13), α n and β n are coordinates of n-th facial point in 2D image and in 3D model, respectively. After the best match is found, texture of the image is transferred to the model and a new, textured 3D face model is constructed. This model may be then rotated in 3D space and compared with face images, e.g. the ones detected in the camera image. The image matching algorithm using the created 3D models was tested using 200 sample images from FERET database. In most cases, reconstruction results were correct. However, the algorithm failed to match smaller regions such as eye-corners or the iris. The future work in this area will focus on automatic detection of facial points and implementing a geometry morphing algorithm in order to increase the reconstruction accuracy. For creation of facial features vector, needed for face matching, both Eigenface and Fisherface methods were implemented and compared using 2 training sets of 100 images each, from FERET database. The second set contained the same identities as the first one, but with some occlusions added and mimic expressions present. These images were rendered on the 3D averaged face model in order to simulate variations in exposition (pose and illumination) and then converted back to 2D in order to obtain virtual samples. This allowed using databases with varying number of samples per identity (from 1 sample to 40 samples). Simulations revealed that for substantial pose variation (around 40 degrees), Fisherfaces outperforms Eigenfaces approach, but its accuracy spans between 90% (for 10÷30 identities) and 10% (for sets of 50÷70 identities) which is locally less than Eigenfaces. With moderate pose variation (around 22 degrees), Eigenfaces approach substantially outperforms Fisherfaces approach as the latter yields very diverse accuracy in function of number of samples per identity and in function of trained identities number (Fig. 10) . It also appeared that PCA-based approaches are highly sensitive to pose variation but they have nearly constant accuracy ratio along increasing sizes of training databases. Repeating simulations for the second set (the one with mimic variations and occlusions) confirmed the earlier observations, although overall accuracy decreased to 50% in best case. Additionally, an optimal number of meaningful eigenvectors for both methods was investigated. It was observed that PCA-based algorithms perform with steadily increasing accuracy along with increasing number of meaningful eigenvectors. In case of FLD-based method, there is a threshold below which the accuracy is significantly below 50%. It was also observed that FLD accuracy drops rapidly if all eigenvectors are kept. For satisfactory scores in FLD it is necessary to remove c.a. 2% of the least meaningful eigenvectors. Although the results of the tests performed so far are promising, the algorithm is not ready yet for implementation in the proposed framework in real-world scenarios. Further research is needed in order to improve accuracy of the face matching algorithm and efficiency of the www.intechopen.com Video Surveillance 162 3D face model construction. A larger database of faces will be constructed and used for testing face recognition algorithm against results of face detection performed in monitoring system camera images. It has be also noted that due to complexity of the algorithm and very high memory requirements, it seems reasonable to use a computer cluster for concurrent face recognition in a large number of cameras.
License plate detection and number recognition
A module for detection of license plate and recognition of license number is another example of a specialized algorithm that may be useful for automatic event detection in the proposed framework. For example, if a parked car is detected in the camera image, the module may read the license plate number and verify it in the database, in order to check e.g. if the vehicle is authorized to park in the particular place. In secured areas, the module may be used to register all vehicles entering and leaving the area. Moreover, if the system has access to an appropriate database, it is possible to detect stolen cars or traffic law violations. Performance of the algorithm depends on resolution of the image, placement of the camera and its view angle. Other factors such as speed of the passing cars, light and weather conditions may also require special approach. Detection of a license number plate location is a problematic issue. Approaches to the detection problem are mainly based on combination of morphology and edge detection (Dong et al., 2006) which are fast, but detection errors occur when complex background is present. Methods using color features (Shi et al., 2005) are usually sensitive to light changes and night conditions. Algorithms that use Hough transform (Liu & Luo, 2010) usually need some restriction to image size or background. The proposed algorithm is a solution which uses mainly color information about car back red light, edge detector and morphology. In this case, processed color does not change visibly according to light conditions. The algorithm was tested in real-world conditions in the Gdansk University of Technology campus, with a fixed camera pointed at an entrance gate, where the back of a car stopping at the gate is visible in the camera view. The size of the image was 704x576 pixels and the frame rate of the camera was 25 images per second. The expected size of the number plate in this image was 100x25 pixels. The module operates on results of object detection and tracking, described earlier. Two processing stages are employed: license plate detection in the image of a moving object classified as a vehicle and license number recognition using optical character recognition (OCR). The plate detection part of the algorithm is responsible for finding coordinates of the number plate in a single video frame and for transmitting the results to the OCR module. For proper localization, the information about plate size and camera view angle is needed. Both parameters are constant in a given setup. It is also assumed that a car is visible for at least 1 second, which results in at least 25 images of the vehicle (the camera's fps rate is 25). The condition is met in the mentioned situation, when a car stops for a few seconds before passing through a gate. The plate detection algorithm implements several image processing operations such as Sobel filtering, mathematical morphology or contours finding. The input image is extracted from the video frame. The output data is an integer vector of plate coordinates. A block diagram of the detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 11 . The proposed approach is based on detecting red back lights and finding a location of the license plate in a space between them. First, the input image is rotated according to camera position. In order to reduce noise influence, the image is blurred using Gaussian smooth operator. Next, red areas are detected by finding pixels with dominant red channel value. For 8-bit per channel image, the threshold is set to 40. The selected red areas are saved as separate objects represented as contours. Car lights must be of appropriate size. Therefore, the area of every contour is checked in relation to the zoom of the camera and the expected size of the light. If a contour size is too small, it is not included in further processing. In the described setup the lights should be larger than 200 pixels. In case of finding a very large contour (in our case bigger than 5000 pixels), it is assumed that a red car is present. If at least two contours with correct sizes are found, the contour data is processed by the plate detection block. In all valid contours, the alignment of every possible contour pair is checked. If the contours are in proper distance from each other and a horizontal line can be drawn between them, they are considered the contours of car back lights. For given conditions, the tolerance of horizontal placement is about 30 pixels. The distance between contours should be in the range of 2-4 plate lengths. If a large red contour is detected, it is assumed that it represents the whole car or a part of the car. In the latter case, the contour needs to be expanded to cover the whole vehicle. In both situations, the result of contour processing is a region that contains the license plate. In the next step, the original image is processed with Sobel operator and then dilated. As a result of this operation, an image containing vertical edges is obtained. The number plate is searched for in this image by moving a window vertically through the area containing the plate. The height of this window equals the expected height of a number plate. The result of this search is a rectangle with highest vertical edge concentration. Next, this area is swept horizontally with a window having width equal to the expected plate width. If hard edges, which represent the border of the number plate, are detected, the detection algorithm finishes its work and the rectangle covering the number plate is finally obtained. In example shown in Fig. 12 , the result of number plate detection is presented. Red contours, including lights, are visible. The area where the number plated is searched for is marked by a blue rectangle and the final detected region is marked by a green rectangle. The area of the image containing the detected number plate is used by the OCR module to recognize the license number of a vehicle. The open source library GOCR was implemented in the presented module for recognizing characters. The GOCR algorithm can be divided into four parts. First, the image is converted to greyscale. Then, thresholding of the image is Fig. 12 . Example of the license plate detection: original frame from the camera (left) and the processed image (right) performed. Next, the cluster detection algorithm detects areas in the image which may contain letters. In the final step, the detected clusters are compared with the patterns in the database. The performance depends on several configuration parameters of the GOCR engine, such as: -grey threshold -the maximum luminance of a pixel (0 to 255), which is recognized as black (automatic setting of this parameter may be used); -dust size -maximum size (in pixels) of a detected cluster which is not treated as a character; since the size of the number plate's area is at least 100x25 pixels and there are no lowercase characters, the characters are expected to occupy at least 100 pixels; -certainty -each decision of recognizing a detected cluster as a letter depends on the certainty threshold (0-100) required to accept the decision; in the presented example, high certainty of recognized numbers is required, therefore the parameter is set to 95; -char filter -list of characters that are expected to be found in the image; in this case the possible characters are capital Latin letters (A-Z) and numbers (0-9). The use of the database has a large influence of the efficiency of the OCR engine. Prior to recognizing number plates, the engine needs to be trained with examples of number plates. Some images in the database are distorted with noise and blur and simulate different light conditions. The recognition of characters usually comes with some errors, due to light conditions or insufficient resolution of the image. Therefore, some processing of the results is needed to increase the certainty of the final decision. In the first stage, the output of the GOCR engine is verified using certain rules concerning number plates. It is common that zeros, ones or blank spaces are inserted at the beginning of the registration number. Such characters need to be deleted, since number plates in Poland have to begin with a capital letter. The other aspect is the length of the detected character string. Polish registration numbers are always 7 characters long with a space after the second or third character. Therefore, if the string recognized by the OCR engine is longer, it needs to be cropped. For further improvement, a majority voting of the results is performed. OCR is performed independently for each frame in which a car is present in the view. The resulting char arrays are stored in a result buffer. After the buffer of 25 OCR results (one second of video stream) is filled, majority voting check is evaluated. The final number plate string is the most frequently appearing in the result buffer. The results of the tests indicate that the proposed module provides satisfactory level of recognition accuracy. Most of the errors result from inaccuracy of the plate detection part of www.intechopen.com the algorithm. Therefore, future work will concentrate on improving the procedure for license plate detection, especially in difficult conditions (adverse lighting, dimmed car lights, etc.).
Event detection
An event detector is the final module in the proposed framework (Fig. 2) . It utilizes results obtained during the earlier analysis stages in order to check whether defined rules that describe important events are fulfilled. In other words, this module interprets the data concerning all the objects visible by the camera and tests if a situation that may be a potential security threat has occurred. If this is the case, further actions are performed, e.g. notification is sent to the system operator (visual alert, logging or using a camera to view the area in which the event was observed). The system for event detection is rule-driven. The rules may be selected by the operator from a predefined list of typical events or they may be constructed using a graphical user interface by combining elementary conditions and setting their parameters, so that the rules allow for detection of any desired situation. In the system developed by the authors, the event detection module uses only deterministic IF-THEN conditions. In future work, application of more advanced rule interpretation systems, e.g. based on fuzzy logic is planned. This will provide more flexible approach for determining whether a complex condition is fulfilled. The rule interpretation system operates on data provided by the analysis modules situated lower in the framework hierarchy. This data may include positions of moving objects, their current state (size, velocity, etc.), type (class and subclass) and specific object information (recognized person name or license plate number). The event detector also analyses interactions between objects and the scene (e.g. whether the object is inside a defined area), as well as interactions between objects themselves (e.g. whether two objects are close to each other). Additionally, the event detector uses information about previously detected events (e.g. whether a particular event has occurred recently), so there is a feedback loop in this module. Therefore, it may be stated what while other modules analyze the camera image to provide information about what happened in the observed scene, the event detector interprets this data and informs the system operator what does this situation mean and whether it is a potential security threat. In the presented framework, the authors divided the event detector into two parts. The low-level event detector operates on data provided by other modules and detects elementary events. The high-level detector analyses the detected low-level events, maintains history of the previous events and notifies the operator on detected security threats. For example, the low-level module will analyze the data provided by the object detector, tracker and classifier modules and it will detect the event described as 'a vehicle inside the defined area'. The high-level detector will check how long the vehicle remains inside the area, what type of area it is and whether the vehicle is permitted to park in the area. If the conditions are fulfilled, the operator will be notified with an alarm such as 'the car XX1234 is parking inside the Restricted Zone 1 for longer than 3 minutes without an authorization'. There is a large number of potential security threats for which high-level detection rules may be created. Typical events that are commonly regarded as security threats include trespassing, loitering, burglary, theft, assault, vandalism (e.g. graffiti painting or destroying bus stops), etc. Detection of luggage that was left unattended in public spaces such as airports or railway stations is of particular interest, as it often results in closing the facility, evacuation of people and costly action of special forces. Therefore, there is a strong need to implement a detection of abandoned luggage in monitoring systems. A test version of detector for this type of events was developed and implemented by the authors . It will be presented here as an example of the working automatic event detector. Detection of abandoned luggage using a high-level rule is possible if several low-level events have been detected before. The first condition is that a person has to leave a luggage. This is detected if an object of class 'person' (or 'person with luggage', if objects subclasses are used) is split into two objects: 'person' (now without luggage, but with the same tracker still assigned to it) and 'luggage' (which remains stationary and receives a new tracker). The second rule checks if the luggage remains within an area in which detection is performed. The third rule is fulfilled if distance between the person and the luggage exceeds the threshold. The fourth rule tests whether the person does not return to the left luggage for a defined period. The final, high-level rule examines all the low-level events detected in a number of last analyzed camera frames. If all four rules described above were fulfilled, the high-level event described as 'a person left unattended luggage in area A' is detected and notification is sent to the system operator. All the rules described here, written in natural language using IF…THEN clauses, are presented in Fig. 13 . An example of abandoned luggage detection in real-life application, in the Poznan-Lawica airport in Poland, is presented in Fig. 14. It can be seen that all the necessary low-level events are detected, which results in detection of abandoned luggage using the high-level rule and visual alert on the screen. Results of tests performed at the airport proved that the proposed event detection module works correctly in simple situations, when the view on the person leaving luggage is not obstructed. However, performance of the event detector depends greatly on accuracy of the data provided by low-level modules, especially the object detector and the object tracker. In case of high number of conflicting objects (e.g. during rush hours at the airport) and adverse lighting conditions (e.g. reflections on the floor), a high number of errors in object detection and tracking significantly decreased the accuracy of event detection. Therefore, further work will be focused on improving object detection and tracking in difficult conditions. Whenever a potentially dangerous event is detected by the video analysis framework, it is useful to provide a detailed view of the situation to an operator by aiming a PTZ camera at an object of interest and tracking it automatically as it moves. For example, if abandoned luggage is detected, the camera may track the person that left the luggage. This task requires finding pan p, tilt t and zoom z settings for a dome camera that will guarantee that an object of a known location will be present in a video stream from the camera . Object position is obtained from object detection and tracking modules that analyze video streams from fixed cameras. The position must be expressed in real-world coordinates (e.g. meters), therefore the fixed camera has to be calibrated. Furthermore, the PTZ camera position and object location must be defined in a common, real-world, Cartesian 3D coordinate system. Alternatively, a conversion between both coordinate systems has to be available. It is assumed that all objects move on the ground plane, therefore an object height coordinate is equal to zero. Object position is defined as (x, y, 0) and current velocity of the object along both axes is denoted as v x and v y . A dome camera settings include its position (x c , y c ), height above the ground h c , and pan offset α c , that is defined as an angle (in degrees) between the Y-axis of the world coordinate system and camera's zero pan position (clockwise).
There is a significant delay in a system caused by video processing, data transmission and executing PTZ command by the camera. This delay must be compensated in order to assure that a fast-moving object is always present in a video frame from the PTZ camera. System delay compensation is performed by setting the PTZ camera to the predicted position of the object. Prediction time should be equal to the total delay in the system. A linear predictor is used that estimates object position based on its current estimated speed and heading (direction of movement). Predicted object position (x ,ŷ , 0) is given with equations:
where d is the system delay in seconds and v and Θ are object's current speed and heading calculated as follows:
The pan p and tilt t parameters for the camera are calculated with equations: 
The last camera parameter setting, the zoom, is set based on the object's distance from the PTZ camera. The closer the object is to the camera, the smaller is the zoom value. This approach assures that object dimensions in a video stream remain more or less constant.
Conclusions and future research
The multi-stage video analysis framework proposed by us and described in this chapter is a flexible and efficient solution for automatic analysis of camera images in the monitoring systems. The framework is intended mainly for automatic event detection in video. It was shown that successful event detection requires performing several stages of image processing. Some of the modules, such as object detection, tracking and classification, are necessary for event detection, because the rules describing potential security threats require www.intechopen.com data provided by these modules. Other modules, such as face recognition or license number recognition, are supplementary and they enhance the framework, providing additional data for event detection and allowing use of more complex detection rules, e.g. searching for a particular person or a vehicle. A flexible structure of the framework makes it possible to adapt the system to different needs, adding new modules in the future. The functional modules described in this chapter were implemented in the current version of the framework that was used for preliminary testing. Most of these modules utilize algorithms found in the literature, enhanced and modified to suit the needs of the framework. The main contribution of the authors, apart from the design of the framework and method of data exchange between modules, is implementation of the object tracking algorithm with resolving of tracking conflicts, the algorithm for vehicle classification, the method for creating database of 3D face models and using them in face recognition, and a structure for interpretation of event detection rules. It has to be noted that errors that occur at the lowest level of image processing significantly decrease the accuracy of event detection at the highest analysis level. This was observed in the test system for automatic detection of abandoned luggage at the Poznan airport in Poland . As long as the number of moving objects is small and the lighting is good, the event detection is successful. However, with a large number of moving persons and unfavorable light, errors in object detection and tracking are propagated throughout the framework, resulting in undetected events at the system output.
The future research will be aimed mainly at improving and enhancing the functional modules. The possible areas of improvement were indicated earlier for each algorithm presented in this chapter. Current work is focused mainly on reduction of number of errors in the object detection and tracking phases, by improving the background subtraction procedure (elimination of artifacts resulting from adverse lighting conditions) and by enhancing the procedure for resolving tracking conflicts (e.g. using feature matching algorithm for finding the object in the image region). We believe that with these enhancement, accuracy of the event detection will be improved significantly. Apart from enhancing the existing modules, new modules will be developed and added to the framework. There is already an ongoing research on module for analysis and prediction of crowd behavior. It will allow for detection of advanced situations, such as a potential fight between groups of football fans, the riot on the street or a panic situation. One possible enhancement of the framework that was not addressed so far is concurrent analysis of images from multiple cameras. Real video monitoring systems consist of a large number of cameras. Therefore, implementation of an algorithm for tracking movement of objects between cameras (capturing a known object as it enters a field of view of the camera) is planned for the next stage of research. Moreover, after enhancing the framework, tests will be performed that will provide quantitative assessment of its performance. Video content analysis in large monitoring systems, e.g. in the modern football arena with several hundreds of cameras, imposes very high demand for the processing power, memory and data storage. Therefore, the framework was designed in such a way that it is possible to perform the video analysis using either a centralized 'supercomputer' cluster or a distributed network of typical personal computers ('node stations'), so that available processing resources may be utilized optimally. The proposed framework, after enhancing its functional modules and the framework it self, will provide an useful solution for automatic detection of a wide range of events that may be potential security threats. It should noted here that the framework is not intended to be a fully automatic surveillance system that is able to detect every event occurring in the observed area. The system operator will still be the one that makes decisions and the framework will be only an automated 'assistant' that notifies the operator on the detected events. This system may also help in shifting the focus in modern monitoring systems from reviewing the recordings after an event occurred to a real-time identification of security threats, resulting in improved level of public security in the monitored areas.
